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Abstract. Multi-organ segmentation in whole-body computed tomog-
raphy (CT) is a constant pre-processing step which finds its application in
organ-specific image retrieval, radiotherapy planning, and interventional
image analysis. We address this problem from an organ-specific shape-
prior learning perspective. We introduce the idea of complementary-task
learning to enforce shape-prior leveraging the existing target labels. We
propose two complementary-tasks namely i) distance map regression and
ii) contour map detection to explicitly encode the geometric properties
of each organ. We evaluate the proposed solution on the public VIS-
CERAL dataset containing CT scans of multiple organs. We report a
significant improvement of overall dice score from 0.8849 to 0.9018 due
to the incorporation of complementary-task learning.
Keywords: Multi-task learning · Complementary-task · Multi-organ
segmentation.
1 Introduction
In representation learning, auxiliary-tasks are often designed to leverage free-
of-cost supervision which is derived from existing target labels. The purpose of
including auxiliary tasks is not only to learn a shared representation but also
to learn efficiently by solving the common meta-objective. A group of auxiliary-
tasks driven by a common meta-objective often have complementary objectives.
For example, to detect an orange, one can define two sub-tasks: i) learn only the
shape of the orange, and, ii) learn only the color of the orange. Here, learning the
shape and the color complement each other to learn the common meta-objective:
how an orange looks. In this context we leverage complementary-tasks learning
by jointly optimizing the common meta-objective of multiple-tasks.
Solving multiple tasks simultaneously [5] is known to improve each task’s
performance when compared to learning them independently. Mutual informa-
tion exchange between multiple tasks such as detection and segmentation drive a
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neural network towards learning a generalized shared representation [6]. A more
recent success in multi-task learning is mask-RCNN[4] which benefited from the
combined object detection and instance segmentation tasks. Uslu et al. [12] shows
that learning vessel interior, centerline and edges as a set of complementary-tasks
improves junction detection in the retinal vasculature. There is a new body of
research which aims to efficiently balance losses of different competing tasks
[2,5]. In contrast, our main objective is to leverage multiple complementary-tasks
which shares a common meta-objective and do not need additional annotated
targets. Given that medical imaging problems such as multi-organ segmentation
have to be solved with limited annotated data, complementary-task learning is
a promising alternative solution.
Multiple approaches have been proposed for multi-organ segmentation, which
can be classified into registration-based and machine-learning based approaches.
In registration-based methods, an atlas is registered to a test volume to obtain
the segmentation map. [13,10]. However this is a time-consuming method and its
performance also suffers from inter-subject variability. Alternatively, the state-
of-the-art methods for multi-organ segmentation are based on deep learning
architectures such as fully convolutional neural networks FCN [9]and U-Net [8].
Deep learning-based methods can successfully segment large anatomical struc-
tures but are prone to miss small organs. Recently, Zhao et al.[14] have explored
the idea of combining both registration-based approaches and deep learning to
segment small organs.
However a contemporary study by Geirhos et al. [3] shows that convolu-
tional neural networks are inherently biased towards texture information over
the shape of an object. In human anatomy, all organs have a discriminative shape
feature which has not been addressed at its full potential by previous approaches.
Our hypothesis is that learning shape-prior as a complementary-task improves
the performance of the segmentation task. For learning the meta-objective of
multi-organ representation, we define two complementary-tasks for shapes-prior
learning: i) inferring geometric shape properties of an organ, and, ii) detecting
the exterior contour of an organ. For the former, we propose the distance trans-
form [1] of shape as geometric shape properties. For the latter, we leverage the
binary edge-map of each organ.
In summary, our key contributions in this work are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work for multi-organ segmen-
tation leveraging complementary-task learning.
• We introduce two complementary-tasks in context of organ-specific shape-
prior learning. We show that the inclusion of these complementary-tasks
alongside the segmentation task improves its overall performance.
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CT Image Segmentation Map Distance Map Contour Map
Fig. 1: Target generation for complementary-tasks: Distance Map is cumulative sum
of the normalized distance transform of each organs’ segmentation map. Contour Map
is the binary edge of each organ. Shape representation learning is jointly enforced in
the distance and contour maps.
2 Methodology
In this section, we present the proposed complementary-task learning for multi-
organ segmentation and, subsequently describe the network architecture and the
associated loss functions.
In general, learning shape prior is itself a difficult task for a convolutional
network due to the variety of shapes in different organs. We identify that the
task of learning shape-priors can be broken down into multiple easier and quan-
tifiable sub-task. Motivated by this fact, we propose two complementary-tasks
to explicitly enforce shape and anatomical positional prior to the network.
Learning Distance-transform: Euclidean distance transform of a shape is
commonly used to find the inscribed circle having largest radius within an arbi-
trary shape. It maps a boundary regularity measure of a shape with respect to an
interior point. Hence we argue that the distance transform regression learns geo-
metric properties of shapes. In addition to that, we find that Gaussian heat-map
regression is a common task in localizing anatomical landmarks [7]. Parallels can
be drawn between Gaussian heat-map regression and Euclidean distance map
regression for soft-localization of organ-specific landmarks.
Learning Organ Contour: Detecting organ boundaries is the most challeng-
ing task for a segmentation network. Hence we propose to explicitly learn the
organ contour as the second complementary-task alongside the distance map
regression. The hypothesis is that the distance transform aids the network to
accurately localize the organ from the learned anatomical prior whereas contour
learning penalizes for boundary miss-classification, and, thus fine-tuning the or-
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Fig. 2: Network architecture for complementary-task learning. The input is a CT slice.
The network consists of an encoding and decoding part with skip connections resem-
bling the U-Net architecture with three branches diverging at the end of the last up-
convolution. The outputs of the network are the segmentation map, the distance map,
and the contour map.
gan shape.
Loss Function: The loss function consist of three optimization objectives of
the corresponding task: segmentation, distance regression and contour detection.
Given the probability pl(x) of a pixel in location x to belong to class l and the
ground truth by gl(x) the multi-organ segmentation loss Lseg and the contour
map loss Lcontour are defined as:
Lseg,Lcontour = −
∑
x
gl(x) log pl(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cross-Entropy Loss
− 2
∑
x pl(x)gl(x)∑
x p
2
l (x) +
∑
x g
2
l (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dice Loss
(1)
where l = # of organs + 1 in the multi-organ segmentation loss, and l = 2 for
the contour map. Dice loss is incorporated to handle the class-imbalance. For
the distance map regression, the mean square error loss is optimized. Given the
estimated distance map p(x) of pixel x and the ground truth value g(x) the
distance map loss function Ldist is:
Ldist = − 1
n
∑
x
(g(x)− p(x))2 (2)
where n = # of pixels and the final loss Ltotal = Lseg +Lcontour +Ldist is given
by the summation of all losses.
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Fig. 3: Qualitative comparison of an axial slice of a test sample between ground truth
(GT) and the proposed model prediction (Pred). Our proposed model efficiently learn
to i) segment the organs, ii) regress on distance map and iii) detect the organ contour
map at the same time.
Network Architecture: The network architecture is inspired by encoding-
decoding architectures with skip connections [8,9]. A generalized shared feature
representation is learned throughout the encoding blocks, the bottleneck, and a
part of the decoding blocks of the network. Three different branches are added
to the common feature representation to produce three output maps(c.f. Fig. 2).
3 Experiments and Discussion
To validate the performance of the proposed approach, we perform the segmen-
tation of 16 organs. The following four different experiments are performed:
• U-Net: baseline using only Lseg.
• U-Net + distance: Lseg + Ldist.
• U-Net + contour: Lseg + Lcontour.
• U-Net + distance,contour: Lseg + Ldist + Lcontour.
Data-set: The data-set used in the experiments consists of CT scans from the
gold corpus and silver corpus in VISCERAL dataset [11]. 74 CT scans from
the silver corpus data were used for training, the annotations in this set are
automatically labeled by fusing the results of multiple algorithms, yielding noisy
labels. 23 CT scans from the gold corpus are used for testing, which contains
manually annotated labels. Multi-organ segmentation imposes several challenges
including the different fields of view (whole-body, thorax), modalities (contrast
and non-contrast), severe class-imbalance across the target classes due to the
diversity of organ’s size and shapes and the capability to generalize when trained
with noisy labels.
All models were trained with Adam optimizer with a decaying learning rate
initialized at 0.001, mini batch size of 4. Training was continued till valida-
tion loss converged. All the experiments were conducted on an NVIDIA Quadro
P6000 GPU with 24GB vRAM. The code was developed in TensorFlow.
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Table 1: Quantitative results:
mean and standard deviation
of the global dice scores shows
that complementary-task learning
achieves the best result.
Model Dice
U-Net 0.8849 ± 0.120
U-Net + distance 0.8868 ± 0.116
U-Net + contour 0.8791 ± 0.118
U-Net + distance,contour 0.9018 ± 0.116
Liver Spleen Urinary
Bladder
Aorta Trachea R Lung L Lung Sternum Thyroid
Gland
1st Lum
Vertebra
R Kidney L Kidney R Psoas
Major
L Psoas
Major
R Rectus
Abdominis
R Rectus
Abdominis
U-Net
U-Net + distance
U-Net + contours
U-Net +distance+ contours
0.1425 0.0001 0.1577 3.62e-5 0.0008 0.0015 0.0344 9.04e-5 1.22e-5 0.0003 0.0510 0.0479 0.2418 0.0006 0.0014 0.0029
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Fig. 4: Box plots of different organs show consistent improvement of the dice score
using our proposed model (U-Net+distance+contour) over the baseline model(U-net).
We also report the p-value obtained using Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test between
our proposed model and the baseline. The statistically significant p-values< 0.001 are
shown in red.
To evaluate the overall accuracy of the proposed segmentation approach,
we report the average dice score between the ground truth and the predicted
segmentation map. Organ-specific dice scores are reported using box plots. We
also report the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to find the statistical significance of
the results.
Quantitative Results: We observe from Table 1 that adding distance task
improves the overall dice while adding contour task alone does not show any
improvement. We attribute this behavior to the fact that the training data-set
contains noisy labels and therefore the external part of the organs are not ex-
actly represented. On the other hand, adding both tasks drives the segmentation
network to better generalization resulting in an improvement of 2% compared
to the baseline. From the box plots in Fig 4 we observe that dice score for
big organs does not improve significantly compared to the baseline. In contrast,
complementary-task learning provides statistically significant improvement for
small organs such as the spleen, thyroid gland, and trachea.
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Fig. 5: Qualitative results: Each image shows the mid-slice in the coronal view. a) the
input CT slice, b) ground truth segmentation, c) prediction form U-Net baseline, d)
complementary-task learning. ROIs are indicated by green box highlighting regions
where complementary-tasks learning improves the segmentation.
Qualitative Results: Fig 5 shows a qualitative comparison between the U-Net
baseline and the proposed approach. We highlight ROIs with a green box, to show
regions where complementary-task learning improves the segmentation. We can
visually asses that particularly the small organs results in better segmentation.
Additionally, Fig 3 compares the predicted distance map and the contour map
to the ground truth. This confirms that the network is also able to solve the
complementary-tasks.
4 Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed complementary-task learning to provide a novel
and alternative solution to the challenging task of multi-organ segmentation. We
have validated our method in a public benchmark data set which shows consis-
tent improvement in dice score, especially for the small organs. In medical image
segmentation where large data sets are scarce and corresponding dense annota-
tion is expensive, designing complementary-task by leveraging existing target
label could be beneficial to learn a generalized representation.
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